Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) equipped with data transmission and sensing facilities are gaining more popularity in different applications due to its miniaturization and mobility. In this paper, a UAV-based overlay cognitive radio (CR) network is investigated in which the UAV is used as a secondary user (SU). This paper proposes an efficient energy management solution to improve the performance of the UAV. When SUs opportunistically utilize the licensed spectrum of the primary network, spectrum sensing is needed to determine whether to transmit data or not, so the sensing time and secondary transmission power should be jointly optimized. We formulate this non-convex optimization problem subject to multiple constraints, which seeks to investigate on the effect of the sensing time and transmission power on the performance of the system. The problem is difficult to tackle, then we propose an algorithm applying the techniques of alternating optimization and dichotomy method. In addition, we compare the proposed algorithm with the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to verify its performance. Numerical results show that our proposed algorithm outperforms the PSO algorithm and significantly enhances the energy efficiency of the UAV-based CR system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [1] have attracted more and more attention for many applications which are unachievable or dangerous for human operators. UAVs are initially designed for military operations, surveillance and reconnaissance purposes [2] due to their versatility, as well as the latest improvement in electronics and sensing technologies on UAVs. UAVs equipped with sensor nodes (SNs) and communication platforms can be applied in various areas, and lots of difficult operations can be executed with the aid of this new technology.
UAVs also have the advantage to transmit information with reduced path loss effect due to its flexible position [3] , which makes the attraction of UAV-based communication continuously increase. However, it is also facing many challenges, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prabhat Kumar Upadhyay . and one of the critical challenges is the spectrum scarcity. The spectrum demand is increasing dramatically because of the growing communication operations in the upcoming fifth-generation (5G) networks [4] , device-to-device (D2D) communications [5] and the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT). UAVs generally operate on IEEE S-Band, IEEE L-Band and on Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band [6] which is permanently exploited by many other wireless networks (such as WiFi, Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4 networks). The coexistence of various wireless networks makes the spectrum resource more constrained and the UAVs' spectrum demand more urgent. Another challenge is the concern about energy efficiency, while achieving higher throughput and lower power consumption are necessarily required in future wireless networks. Furthermore, the UAVs are battery-powered and thus energy efficiency is a significant performance for the networks [7] . Some literature have researched on the optimal UAV placement to maximize its VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ performance [8] , but the energy efficiency was seldom studied. How to efficiently use the UAVs' limited energy is of significance to improve the performance of drones in different scenarios. Given the above analysis, the integration of UAVs with cognitive radio (CR) technology is considered to be a promising solution to alleviate the problems. CR network is an intelligent and self-cognitive network, in which secondary users (SUs) can dynamically access the licensed spectrum according to the sensing results [9] , [10] . Underlay mode and overlay mode have been considered in the previous literature to improve the spectrum efficiency. In the opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) mode, which is also called overlay mode [11] , the CR network allows SUs opportunistically utilize the spectrum allocated to primary users (PUs). In the Underlay mode, the constrained transmission power of SU enables SU's access to primary spectrum bands without affecting the quality of service (QoS) of PUs [12] . In this case, a ultra-wide band (UWB) is required for SUs to achieve desired transmission rate under the limiting of power consumption. As SUs in the UAV-based system, UAVs can complete their missions without allocation on authorized frequency resources. Many other advantages of the integration of UAVs with CR network were presented comprehensively in [13] .
To the authors' best knowledge, the problem of the UAVbased CR system is new and challenging, which has not been thoroughly discussed in literature. In [14] , a distributed spectrum sensing system is applied in a UAV scenario, and the authors suggested that the UAVs receive compressed measurements from ground sensors. The results showed that the employment of UAVs enhanced the speed and accuracy to decode the signals by collecting the spectrum sensing measurements. In [15] , the problems of UAV node location and communication resource allocation were jointly optimized to maximize the throughput, and a rotary-wing UAV was considered as a relay with multiple ground terminals in the system. The technology of a flying ad hoc network (FANET) and compressive sensing was presented in [16] , and the information change among the UAVs is investigated. The positioning problem of a CR-MUAV system in the underlay mode was studied in [17] , where the authors focused on the optimized location to minimize the energy consumption. It is also worth noting that in [18] , the trajectory design for energy-efficient UAV-based communication was investigated, and the energy consumption of the UAVs was considered.
However, more recent studies have focused on underlay mode [19] , [20] , where the UAV's power is limited to satisfy PU's QoS requirement. For instance, in [19] , the total energy consumption of the drone for the CR-UAV system is minimized with underlay operating mode, in which the data rate threshold of PU has to be respected. The authors presented an uplink MIMO CR system in [21] , and UAV-based relays are adopted to enable SU and PU to transmit signals simultaneously. Since underlay mode is adopted, the transmission power of SU must be considered which makes the problem become more complex because of the additional constraints. On the contrary, as discussed above, in overlay mode SUs utilize the licensed spectrum differently. They operate with PUs on the same spectrum by exploiting spectrum holes after spectrum sensing, thus the power constraint can be ignored. The overlay mode is of vital importance in UAV-based CR system, because while in underlay mode, the limited UAV transmission power may restrict the system performance and coverage [22] . Through overlay mode taken by a UAV-based CR system, the UAV can exploit spectrum holes freely without power limitation and the spectrum scarcity problems can be alleviated. However, the current exploration on UAV-based CR system in overlay mode is little and still in infancy, while the problem is complicated. The technique of this novel system still needs extensive and detailed theoretical research.
Moreover, few work has been done on the sensing time in the UAV-based overlay CR system. In this paper, the assignment of sensing time and secondary transmission power is investigated together in the practical network model, which is proposed to be integrated by overlay CR network and one UAV. The UAV in this system is employed to surveil the ground in a circular flight and report to the base station (BS) in each time slot during the flight. The energy management will affect the throughput of SU [23] , so our goal is to maximize the energy efficiency of the UAV on the premise of guaranteeing the QoS of PU. The energy consumption of the UAV includes the energy of hovering, flying, spectrum sensing and maintaining the communication between the UAV and the BS. Consequently, the total energy consumption is affected by flying time, sensing time and power allocation. Since the achievements related to the sensing time in UAV-based overlay CR system are very few and the effect of sensing time and power allocation on SU is jointly studied to achieve the maximum achievable energy efficiency in this paper. To achieve the optimal solution, we propose an algorithm based on alternating optimization and dichotomy method and compare it with the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The main contributions of our work are as follows:
1) A UAV-based overlay CR system is considered to enable UAV's communication without interruption with ground users. To opportunistically access the licensed spectrum efficiently, the effect of the UAV's flying radian, transmission power and sensing time on system performance is investigated under different parameters.
2) A non-convex optimization problem to maximize the UAV's energy efficiency is formulated, then sensing time and secondary transmission power are jointly optimized. The optimal solution is achieved by the proposed alternating dichotomy optimization (ADO) algorithm, which can address the spectrum scarcity and limited energy management.
3) Numerical simulation results versus different system parameters are given and the performances of the system are analyzed to evaluate the energy efficiency of the UAV. In order to analyze the efficiency of the proposed ADO algorithm, the algorithm is compared with the PSO algorithm and the single optimization (SO) algorithm which only optimizes sensing time with a fixed transmission power.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the channel model and UAV power model are described, and different cases under the spectrum access policy are analyzed. The optimization problem under several constraints is formulated in Section III. In Section IV, the optimal values of sensing time and transmission power are achieved by our proposed algorithm. Simulation results are given in Section V, finally our conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As is shown in Fig. 1 , we consider a UAV-based CR system, which is composed of one base station (BS), one PU and one UAV denoted by B, P and S respectively. The UAV can be an aerial vehicle which weighs about 0.5 kg, flies at an altitude of 200m and can endure for one hour. Compared with the models in [13] , the application scenario of this paper is as follows: the UAV, as a SU, surveils the ground by cameras and sensor nodes to discover emergencies (e.g. fire detection, illegal invasion, etc.) in time. The UAV can operate on the licensed spectrum bands of PU only when PU is free, which requires spectrum sensing before information transmission in each time slot, and surveils the ground in the remaining time.
Based on the synchronous slotted model [24] , the UAV performs one part of the circular flight to do spectrum sensing, data transmission and ground surveillance. The length of each time slot is T while the sensing time is given by τ , and the transmission time is denoted as T a . We assume that spectrum sensing and data transmission cost T 2 totally, and the left half time in each time slot is for surveillance. In addition, for UAV-enabled wireless sensor networks (WSNs), sleep and wake-up mechanism has emerged as an achievable technique to save the energy consumption of SNs [25] . Therefore sleep mode is introduced to save energy due to the remaining time in the first half time slot after spectrum sensing and data transmission. In sleep mode, all the components stop working and only the energy for hovering is needed as well as the basic energy to sustain the airborne equipments on the UAV which is given by P s S . Note that the frame structure of the periodic spectrum sensing has been explicated in [26] .
Generally the UAV aims to transmit M bits of data to BS to report the current state of the ground within T a = M /R S seconds, where T a is dynamically changing depending on the bit rate of SU given by R S . If UAV still has time left after spectrum sensing and data transmitting, it will switch to sleep mode. The probability of the PU being idle and busy is given by π 0 and π 1 respectively.
A. CHANNEL MODEL
In Fig. 1 , we assume that the flight altitude of the UAV is h S , the coordinates of B are (0, 0, 0), the coordinates of P are (R P cos (α P ) , R P sin (α P ) , 0) and the coordinates of S are
While α S is the angle between UAV and the x axis, and α P is the angle between PU and the x axis. Using these coordinates, the Euclidian distance between the UAV and the PU can be given as:
and the distance between BS and UAV is given as:
In this paper, both the large-scale fading adopting the propagation loss and the small-scale fading adopting the Nakagami-m fading model are considered. The channel gain's expression between node M and another node N can be expressed as follows:
whereh MN (d MN ) is the normalized channel vector, and PL MN is the path loss between M and N determined by d MN , which is expressed as
where D M and D N are coordinates of node M and node N respectively. According to the availability of the line of sight (LoS), the path loss effect has two forms and the average free-space path loss for LoS and non LoS links are denoted by:
where ξ LoS and ξ NLoS are the average additional free-space propagation loss for LoS and non LoS links that depended on the environment, f is the carrier frequency and C is the speed of light. Actually, according to the typical characteristics of urban environment, the LoS link between the UAV and the BS is assumed to be available with the probability expressed VOLUME 7, 2019 by p LoS . The average path loss of the air to ground (A2G) channel is given by [3] :
where
where θ is the elevation angle between UAV and BS (in degree), and α and β are constant values determined by the propagation environment. In this paper, two types of channel models are considered for the UAV-based CR system: the ground to ground (G2G) channel for h PB and the A2G channel for h SB . We models G2G propagation as Rayleigh model and A2G propagation as Nakagami-m model respectively in case of small-scale fading. Nakagami-m fading model is a practical model which can reflect different fading severity flexibly by changing the value of m, i.e., one sided normal distribution, Rayleigh fading channel and non-fading channel are modeled respectively when m = 0.5, m = 1 and m → ∞.
The resultant field amplitude for the Nakagami-m distribution is described as [27] :
when m > 1, the Nakagami-m fading model is correspond to Rician fading model and the parameter K can be given as:
where is the average power of the signal, m is the significant parameter of Nakagami-m model denoting the fading coefficient and (·) is the Gamma function [30] .
B. UAV POWER MODEL
As depicted in Fig. 2 , the frame structure is proposed for air surveillance in this UAV-based CR system. The UAV first performs spectrum sensing for τ seconds in each time slot, then decides whether to transmit data or not according to the sensing results. When PU is detected to be present, SU will not transmit data; otherwise, SU can utilize the licensed spectrum and report to BS for T a seconds. If SU has no available licensed spectrum to transmit data, it will enter sleep mode and then directly surveil the surrounding environment in the rest of the frame duration. This dynamic slot assignment can make the frame adapt to the application scenario and guarantee PU's QoS with high efficiency.
The channel gains representing the links between node P → B, P → S and S → B are denoted as h PB , h PS and h SB , so the received power of SU from PU is σ 2 p = |h PS | 2 P P . The sensing SNR can be given by γ ss = |h PS | 2 P P /σ 2 S , where σ 2 S is the noise power at the SU. Let n = 1 and n = 0 represent the cases that the PU's true state is present and absent respectively. The probability of the existence of PU is denoted by π 1 = Pr{n = 1} and the probability of the absence of PU is denoted by π 0 = Pr{n = 0}. Then the sensing result of whether the PU is present or not are denoted by k = 1 and k = 0, while the actual state of whether PU is present or absent are denoted by k = 1 and k = 0. The detection probability p d and the false alarm probability p f are given by [26] :
is the sensing threshold of the energy detector which is given as σ 2 n + σ 2 n + σ 2 P /2, and f s is the sampling frequency.
The power consumption of the UAV with communication equipments is consisted of hovering power denoted by P hov = (mg) 3 /2π r 2 p n p ρ [29] , flight power given by P fli = mgv/K η m η p and data transmission power denoted by P s , where the mass of UAV, earth gravity and air density are denoted by m, g and ρ, respectively. The radius and the number of the UAV's propellers are given by parameters r p and n p , while the UAV's speed is given by v. The parameter K denotes the drone's lift-drag radio while η m and η p denote the efficiency of the motor and propellers. The transmission power of UAV is given by P S , and the sensing power is given by P ss .
We assume that the UAV senses the stste of PU and transmits data to BS at a fixed location in this system, thus the UAV has no flight energy consumption during spectrum sensing and data transmitting. The received signal at the BS is given by:
while n B is a zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with an average power σ 2 B . The average energy consumption and bit rate of SU can be analyzed by considering the following four cases:
A) Case 1: {k = 0, k = 0}. In this case, PU is absent thus UAV can utilize the licensed spectrum of PU freely, and the energy consumption of the UAV is T · P hov + τ P ss + T a P S + T 2 − τ − T a P s S + T 2 · P fli , the bit rate of the UAV is R S1 = B log 1 + P S |h SB | 2 /σ 2 B , where σ 2 B is the noise power at the BS and the probability of case 1 is π 0 1 − p f . B) Case 2: {k = 0, k = 1}. In this case, PU is detected to be present falsely while it is actually absent, so SU will not transmit data even though the spectrum is free. The energy consumption is T · P hov + τ P ss + ( T 2 − τ )P s S + T 2 · P fli and the probability of Case 2 is π 0 p f . C) Case 3: {k = 1, k = 1}. In this case, PU is busy and is correctly sensed to be busy, so SU will not transmit data. The energy consumption is T · P hov + τ P ss + ( T 2 − τ )P s S + T 2 · P fli , the primary rate is R P1 = B log 1 + P P |h PB | 2 /σ 2 B , and the probability of Case 3 is π 1 p d . D) Case 4: {k = 1, k = 0}. In this case, PU is busy but is detected to be absent, thus the spectrum resources are occupied simultaneously by PU and SU. The energy consumption is T · P hov + τ P ss + T a P S +
, and the probability of Case 4 is π 1 (1 − p d ).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
It can be seen that the average energy efficiency is closely related to the duration of data transmission given by T a , while T a and PU's QoS are affected by the UAV's transmission power simultaneously. The optimization problem aims to jointly optimize the sensing time and the secondary transmission power in this section, such that its energy efficiency can be maximized and the QoS of PU can be guaranteed. The energy consumption and the bit rate of SU under different cases have been summarized in section II, then the average energy consumption of the UAV can be derived as follows:
and the average throughput for the UAV is given by:
Noting that p d should be sufficiently large and practical CR generally requires π 1 ≤ 0.3 [30] to ensure SU's utilization of the licensed spectrum, while R S 2 is also small due to the PU's interference power. The latter part of the formulation of R S can be ignored and then the R S can be relaxed as:
In this paper, the UAV worked in the novel time slot model given in Fig. 1 , which is equally divided into two components. This limits both the sensing time and the transmission power of SU to satisfy the time limitation given by the proposed time slot model.
The energy efficiency (measured in bit/Joule/Hz) is often defined as the ratio of the throughput to the total power consumption. There are four cases in our proposed scheme, so the average energy efficiency of the UAV is defined as the ratio of the average throughput to the average power consumption. Hence, the optimization problem for the UAV-based CR system with Overlay mechanism can be formulated as follows:
where p th d is the target detection probability threshold to guarantee PU's QoS and ensure the minimum sensing time τ for sufficient sample number to approximate p d and p f shown in (10) and (11) . For example, the detection probability should be 90% with detection SNR equaling to -20 dB according to the IEEE 802.22 Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRAN) standards. The maximum transmission power of the UAV given by P tot is limited by the battery capability.
In this proposed optimization problem, if more time is allocated to sense the spectrum, the SU will have more opportunities to utilize the spectrum since the sensing result will be more accurate. However, the data transmission time will be reduced and the average energy efficiency may not necessarily increase.
IV. JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROBLEM
Eq. (16) is a non-convex optimization problem and is highly complicated to be handled. In this section we comprehensively analyzed the properties of the EE SU s partial derivatives and show the explicit deductions. The purpose is to optimize the value of the sensing time and the secondary transmission power jointly for the given value of λ by considering the monotonicity of the problem, thus the average energy efficiency of the UAV under the constraints (16b), (16c) and (16d) can be maximized.
A. PROPOSED SOLUTION BASED ON ALTERNATING DICHOTOMY OPTIMIZATION (ADO) ALGORITHM
The constraint (16b) can be simplified asτ ≤ τ ≤ T 2 , whilê τ is derived as:
The optimal solution can be obtained by analyzing the partial derivatives of EE SU separately. The preliminary step is to analyze the monotonicity of EE SU with respect to P S . When τ is fixed, the optimization problem can be expressed as follows:
with VOLUME 7, 2019 According to (18) , solving this optimization problem can be equivalent to analyzing the monotonicity of F 1 = P S − P s S /R S1 . Then we first deduce the first derivative of F 1 with respect to P S for a fixed τ :
where γ S = |h SB | 2 σ 2 S , and the constraint (16d) can be expressed as follows for a fixed τ :
then we analyze the monotonicity of F 2 = log 2 (1 + P S γ S )− (PS−P s S )γS (1+P S γ S ) In 2 , and the first derivative of F 2 with respect to P S is derived as: 
Noting that the first partial derivative of F 2min with respect to P s S is positive, and when P s S = 0, F 2min (0) = 0. This indicates that F 2min is monotonically increasing, so it is positive when P s S > 0, and ∂F 2 ∂P S is constantly positive with P s S > 0. Consequently, F 1 is monotonically increasing as P S increases, which indicates that EE SU is monotonically decreasing with respect to P S for a fixed τ and the optimized P * S is equal to the minimum value of P S denoted byP S in (20) . The next step is to analyze the monotonicity of EE SU with respect to τ , and the optimization problem can be expressed as follows when P S is fixed:
where B 1 = M π 0 , B 2 = T · P hov + T 2 P s S + P fli , B 3 = T a P S − P s S and B 4 = P ss − P s S . The constraint (16d) can be expressed as follows for a fixed P S :
Taking the first partial derivative of EE SU with respect to τ into account, we can obtain that
with dp f dτ = −
For τ varying from 0 to T 2 , we have −π 0 dp f dτ − π 1 dp d dτ > 0. Then it can be easily derived that
It indicates that EE SU increases when τ is small enough and decreases when τ is close to T 2 . Consequently, there exits an optimum value of τ to maximize EE SU . We only need to prove that the optimum value of τ is unique. According to (22) , the second derivative of EE SU with respect to τ can be given by:
For τ varying from 0 to T 2 , we have −π 0
Depending on the definition of B 2 , B 3 and B 4 , the value of B 2 is relatively larger than value of B 3 and B 4 . Hence, we can derive that:
in which
Similarly, it can also be derived that dp f dτ
in which 2 = dp f dτ + ∂ ∂τ
From (31) and (33), it can be easily achieved that
< 0, so the optimum value of τ can be obtained as τ * with ∂EE SU ∂τ = 0. Since the explicit expression of ∂EE SU ∂τ has been given, the dichotomy method can be used to find τ * . Finally the value of τ * can be given as τ * = τ * ττ , with the function expressed as follows:
It can be seen from (20) that the minimum value of P S is limited by τ , while average energy efficiency decreases with the increase of P S . Thus the optimal energy efficiency can be achieved at the point that satisfies T 2 − T a − τ = 0 and ∂EE SU ∂τ = 0 simultaneously. Consequently, the proposed ADO algorithm can be implemented to use dichotomy method alternately to find the optimal τ and P S respectively in each iteration. Details of the proposed ADO algorithm are given in Algorithm 1. PSO is a meta-heuristic algorithm [31] inspired by the behavioral characteristics of the biological evolution and is used to solve optimization problems. In PSO algorithm, the potential solution of each optimization problem can be considered as a point in the d-dimensional search space called by ''particle''. Each particle has a fitness value determined by the objective function, and a velocity to determine the direction and distance of their flight. The particles will follow the current optimal particle to search in the solution space and update their fitness values and velocities. It presents a search process with low complexity and can be realized by manipulating few numerical parameters.
Algorithm 1 ADO Algorithm for Energy Efficiency
In the problem formulated by (16) , the search space is 2-dimensional and x j denotes the vector containing the decision variables (i.e. x j = P S j , τ j ) includes the sensing time and the secondary transmission power). The PSO algorithm first starts by generating a vector set X with N vectors (i.e.
, where N is the population size of the particles swarm. Then at each iteration t, it computes the fitness value of each x t i (i = 1, 2, . . . N ). As the constraint (16d) is nonlinear and difficult to deal with, we adopt the penalty function to handle this constraint. The fitness value is determined accordingly which is a sum of the EE SU (P S , τ ) and the penalty function. The fitness function and the penalty function are given as follows:
where the value of σ should be setted as a large negative number. For each swarm, the best particle is updated as p t i and its fitness value y i is computed during each iteration. Consequently, the global optimum particle denoted by p t * that provides the highest energy efficiency is determined. The variable set Y = y t 1 , y t 2 . . . y t N contains the fitness values of the best particles in each swarm and y t * is the global maximum value among them which is corresponding to particle p t * . Then, the velocity of each particle is updated in each iteration, and the computing formula is given as follows:
where w is the inertia coefficient, c 1 and c 2 are the cognitive coefficients usually setted as 2. t and t are two matrices whose elements are uniformly generated ∈ [0, 1] at each iteration t [32] . Then, each particle x t+1 i is updated by the following formula:
The iteration terminates either when iteration times are reaching the maximum limit or the fitness value remains constant after a certain number of iterations, and this process is repeated until reaching convergence. Details of PSO algorithm are given in Algorithm 2.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the numerical results to analyze the impact of sensing time and transmission power on UAV's performance in overlay mode with the circular flight. The UAV spectrum sensing performance is studied in the synchronous slotted model. Other selected system parameters such as flying radian and flying radius are also considered in the following analysis. The channel model and UAV energy model have been described in Section II and the simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
To illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed ADO algorithm, analysis and comparison were made on the proposed method, the PSO algorithm and the SO algorithm. The PSO algorithm is executed using an initial population of 20 particles and iterates up to 100 times. Fig. 3 indicates the average energy efficiency and the collision probability changing with sensing time τ under different Algorithm 2 PSO Algorithm for Energy Efficiency Optimization 1: t = 0; 2: Initialize N random particles and set fitness F
Population X is composed of the positions of the particles expressed as
3: while t < t max do 4: for i=1,2,· · · ,N do 5: Compute and update the fitness value F x t i = F (i) of each particle by the formula given in (35) (36) 6: if F
Update the optimal population particle x t i and the global particle x t * .
11:
end if 12: end if 13: end for 14: Update the velocities and the positions of the particles using equations (37) (38) 15 : flying radians of the UAV denoted by α S . The collision probability is defined as the probability of the case that SU transmits information with the existence of PU. As it is shown in the figure, there exists one optimal value of sensing time to achieve the maximum energy efficiency and the collision probability is decreasing with the increase of τ . The reason is that, with the increase of τ , the false alarm probability p f decreases while the spectrum sensing energy increases. As a result, a trade-off between false alarm probability and sensing energy should be achieved by optimizing the sensing time. The figure also demonstrates that the energy efficiency decreases with the increase of α S , this is because as α S increasing from 0 to π/3, the UAV flies farther from the PU and the path loss will increase correspondingly. It can also be noticed that the average energy efficiency is approximately the same for sensing time higher than 0.6s, which indicates that α S has little effect on communication performance when τ > 0.6s. Fig. 4 depicts the average energy efficiency and the transmission time under different transmission power, where α S is 0 and 2π/3. It can be inferred that the curves of the average energy efficiency and the transmission time both decrease with the increase of P S from 0 to 15dB. It can also be noticed that the transmission time is not influenced by α S , which is because that the distance between the UAV and the BS does not change with α S . Obviously, the average energy efficiency declines with the increasing flying radian, which can be attributed to the increasing path loss. Specifically, as shown in the figure the limitation on transmission power means more limitation on minimum transmission power, which correspondingly influences the average energy efficiency with different α S .
Examples of optimized locations of the global particle x t * versus different flying radian in PSO algorithm are given in Fig. 5 , where flying radii are 100m, 150m and 200m. It can be noticed that when R S = 100m, the initial position of x t * has longer sensing time than the particle with R S = 200m. On the contrary, it will consume shorter sensing time with α S = π. The reason is that when the flight begins from α S = 0, the UAV is closer to PU and the sensing SNR is better with R S = 200m. However, when the UAV's flying radian becomes π , the UAV will be further to PU which makes the sensing SNR worse with R S = 200m. It is also important to notice that in order to respect the time limitation, the transmission time is affected by sensing time not by flying radian, for the SNR between the UAV and BS is relatively independent of the flying radian because of the constant distance. Generally, the UAV is forced to increasing its sensing time with the increase of α S when α S ∈ [0, 5π/6], and will consequently need higher transmission power. In Fig. 6 , we investigate the performance differences between the proposed ADO algorithm, PSO algorithm and SO algorithm while varying α S . When the flying radius is varied, the optimal average energy efficiency achieved by three algorithms all show a decreasing trend as α S increases from 0 to 5π/6. This is due to the fact that the distance between UAV and PU will increase when the flying radian increases, which leads to the increase of path loss. As the UAV continues to fly, the average energy efficiency with the flying radian of π , 7π/6, 4π/3, 3π/2 and 5π/3 are the same as the ones with the flying radian of 2π/3, π/2, π/3, π/6 and 0, which can be attributed to the distance change caused by flying radian. The simulation results show that the ADO algorithm and the PSO algorithm achieve almost the same near-optimal solutions. This means that the two methods have similar efficiency to optimize the transmission power and sensing time jointly, in spite of different fundamental principles. However, our proposed algorithm has higher stability while the performance of PSO algorithm is unstable, for PSO is easy to trap in a local extremum at the later evolution stage. This problem can be solved by our proposed algorithm, because the proposed ADO algorithm analyzes this integrated optimization problem comprehensively and gives the expression explicitly. In addition, there is no doubt to find that the energy efficiency performs the worst in SO algorithm. It can also be seen that as flying radius grows, the average energy efficiency decreases.
VI. CONCLUSION
With challenges of the UAV's spectrum demand and power limitation, a UAV-based CR system was investigated in this paper. In our proposed system, the UAV performs periodic spectrum sensing and information transmission during the circular flight around the BS. To maximize the energy efficiency of the UAV, we proposed an algorithm based on alternating optimization and dichotomy method to jointly optimize the sensing time and secondary transmission power. The algorithm efficiently achieves the optimal assignments on sensing time and secondary transmission power. It was executed simultaneously with the PSO algorithm and the SO algorithm, and comparison between them was presented. The proposed algorithm outperforms the PSO algorithm and has more stable appearance, although they have different fundamental principles. With the optimal solution of the problem under power restriction and collision constraint achieved, the energy efficiency can be improved and spectrum scarcity can be alleviated. The technology of integration of UAV and CR network is indicated to be practical and efficient. To extend our research, possible topics including analysis on the effect of the flight trajectory, spectrum access policy, SU's insufficient utilization of the spectrum and energy harvesting can be studied further in the future.
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